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PARTONS

PARtonic Tomography Of Nucleon Software: a software dedicated to
the study of GPDs and exclusive processes.
B. Berthou et al., PARTONS: a computing platform for the phenomenology of
Generalized Parton Distributions

arXiv:1512.06174

Such a study requires a flexible software architecture.
Maximal automation to focus on physics.
The V1 code is ready and working. All features have been tested and
implemented.
We obtained the final cybersecurity authorisation for the PARTONS
website:

http://partons.cea.fr

The code and virtual machine will be released there as soon as we will
have finished the companion paper.
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TCS at Leading Twist

Hard Part: Short distance
interactions computed through
perturbation theory.
Soft Part: Long distance
interactions encoded in GPDs;
realm of non-perturbative QCD.

Deep Exclusive Processes are understood thanks to a combination of both
perturbative and non perturbative QCD.

This entanglement requires a flexible software to perform extensive studies
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Long Range Correlations: GPDs domain

Generalised Parton Distributions (GPDs):

I are defined according to a non-local matrix element,
I depend on three variables (x , ξ, t),
I can split in terms of quark flavour and gluon contributions,
I can be related to the 2+1D parton number density when ξ → 0.
I are univeral, i.e. are related to the Compton Form Factors (CFFs) of

various exclusive processes through convolutions:

H(ξ, t) =
∫

dx C (x , ξ, t)H(x , ξ, t)
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D. Müller et al., Fortsch. Phy. 42 101 (1994)
X. Ji, Phys. Rev. Lett. 78, 610 (1997)

A. Radyushkin, Phys. Lett. B380, 417 (1996)
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GPDs: What we know from the theory side

Polynomiality Property:∫ 1

−1
dx xmHq(x , ξ, t) =

[m
2 ]∑

j=0

ξ2jCq
2j(t) + mod(m, 2)ξm+1Cq

m+1(t)

Lorentz Covariance

Positivity property:
Positivity of Hilbert space norm

Support property:
Relativistic quantum mechanics

Soft pion theorem (pion GPDs only)
Dynamical Chiral Symmetry Breaking

How can we implement all these constraints?
There is still no GPDs models relying only on first principles,
This may change with our recent work on the Radon Transform,

N. Chouika et al. EPJC 77 906 and arXiv:1711.11548

Still several “phenomenological” approaches have been developed
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B. Pire et al., Eur. Phys. J. C8, 103 (1999)
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Phenomenological approaches of GPDs

Double Distribution models:
I.V. Musatov and A.V. Radysuhkin, Phys. Rev. D61, 074029 (2000)
M. Guidal et al., Phys. Rev. D72, 054013 (2005)
S.V. Goloskokov and P. Kroll, Eur. Phys. J. C42, 281 (2005)
C.Mezrag, H. Moutard and F. Sabatié Phys. Rev. D88, 014001 (2013)

Dual model:
M.V. Polyakov and A.G. Shuvaev, hep-ph/0207153 (2002),
M.V. Polyakov and K.M. Semenov-Tian-Shansky, Eur. Phys. J. A40, 181 (2009)

Mellin-Barnes approach:
D. Müller and A. Schäfer, Nucl. Phys. B739, 1 (2006)
K. Kumericki and D. Müller, Nucl. Phys. B841, 1 (2010)

Quark-diquark hybrid models:
G. Goldstein et al., Phys. Rev. D84, 034007 (2011)

Mellin-Barnes approach and Dual models are in fact equivalent
D. Müller et al., JHEP 1503, 52 (2014)
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What is inside PARTONS?

Four phenomenological models have been implemented:
I updated version of the Goloskokov-Kroll model (Eur. Phys. J. C42, 281

(2005))
I the Mezrag-Moutarde-Sabatié model (Phys. Rev. D88, 014001 (2013))
I the MPSSW model (Phys. Rev. D87, 054029 (2013))
I the Vinnikov model (hep-ph/0604248)

Make as easy as possible for users to add their own favourite model
through the modular architecture
Designed to be able to deal with forthcoming models based on
Light-Front Wave Functions.

CM et al., Phys. Lett. B741, 190-196 (2015)
CM et al., Few Body Sys. 57 (2016) 729-772

N. Chouika et al. EPJC 77 906
N. Chouika et al. arXiv:1711.11548

Inbuilt evolution kernel is fully automatised, even for non-inbuilt
models.
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Evolution

The evolution is performed using the so-called Vinnikov code (A.
Vinnikov hep-ph/0604248) translated in C++.
The code solves the evolution equations behaving like:

∂H
∂ lnµ2

F
(x , ξ, t, µ) =

∫
dyV (x , y , ξ)H(y , ξ, t, µ2

F )

using the Runge-Kutta of order 4 technique.
Evolution can be done this way for any model, including those you
may want to add.
The number of flavour is fixed to 3, this will be improved in future
releases.

C. Mezrag (INFN) PARTONS 8 / 22



Short range interaction

Compton Form Factors (CFF):

H(ξ, t) =
∫

dx C (x , ξ, t)H(x , ξ, t){
<H(ξ, t) =

∫
dxCR(x , ξ, t)H(x , ξ, t)

=H(ξ, t) =
∫

dxCI (x , ξ, t)H(x , ξ, t)

At LO only quarks contribute to the hard kernel (TCS):
The imaginary part of the CFF is proportional to the GPD at x = ξ.
At NLO, both quarks and gluons contribute.

GPDs GPDs
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Observables (DVCS)

Experiment Observable Normalized CFF dependence

Acos 0φ
C ReH + 0.06ReE + 0.24ReH̃

Acosφ
C ReH + 0.05ReE + 0.15ReH̃

Asinφ
LU,I ImH + 0.05ImE + 0.12ImH̃

A+,sinφ
UL ImH̃ + 0.10ImH + 0.01ImE

HERMES A+,sin 2φ
UL ImH̃ − 0.97ImH + 0.49ImE− 0.03ImẼ

A+,cos 0φ
LL 1 + 0.05ReH̃ + 0.01ReH

A+,cosφ
LL 1 + 0.79ReH̃ + 0.11ImH

Asin(φ−φS )
UT,DVCS ImHReE− ImEReH

Asin(φ−φS ) cosφ
UT,I ImH − 0.56ImE− 0.12ImH̃

Tables from P. Kroll et al., Eur. Phys. J. C73, 2278 (2013)

Forthcoming experiments:
I DVCS, DVMP and TCS at JLab 12
I On going DVCS program at COMPASS
I Exclusive processes at EIC for gluon tomography
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Observables (DVCS)

Experiment Observable Normalized CFF dependence

A−,sinφ
LU ImH + 0.06ImE + 0.21ImH̃

CLAS A−,sinφ
UL ImH̃ + 0.12ImH + 0.04ImE

A−,sin 2φ
UL ImH̃ − 0.79ImH + 0.30ImE− 0.05ImẼ

∆σsinφ ImH + 0.07ImE + 0.47ImH̃

HALL A σcos 0φ 1 + 0.05ReH + 0.007HH∗

σcosφ 1 + 0.12ReH + 0.05ReH̃

Tables from P. Kroll et al., Eur. Phys. J. C73, 2278 (2013)
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Observables (DVCS)

Experiment Observable Normalized CFF dependence

HERA σDVCS HH∗ + 0.09EE∗ + H̃H̃∗

Tables from P. Kroll et al., Eur. Phys. J. C73, 2278 (2013)
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Why PARTONS?

From GPDs to observables
I Flexibility in the choice of models
I Flexibility in the scale of GPDs (evolution)
I Computation of CFFs
I Flexibility in the choice of pertubative approximation (αs)
I Flexibility in changing twist approximations (1/Q)
I Computations of a given set of observables

PARTONS contains the tools to compare your GPD model to available data

From observables to GPDs:
I Flexibility in the choice of observables
I Extraction of CFFs
I Flexibility in changing twist approximations (1/Q)
I Extraction of GPDs at a given scale (evolution)
I Flexibility in the choice of pertubative approximation (αs)

PARTONS allows you to extract GPDs from your favourite data set.
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Provided Examples

At GPD level:
I How to get a given set of GPD at one defined (x , ξ, t, µR , µF )

kinematics
I How to get a list of results from a file containing multiple kinematics.
I How to plot the results stored in the database.
I How to use evolution equations
I How to change integration routines

at CFF level:
I How to get a set of CFF at one defined (xB , t,Q2) kinematics
I How to get multiple results from multiple kinematic stored in a given

file.
I How to plot the results from the database.
I How to change integration routines

at Observable level:
I Same thing than CFF with additionnal angular dependence.
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C++ Users
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Website

http://partons.cea.fr
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A tribute to our postdocs and student

P. Sznajder
NCJB Warsaw

N. Chouika
IRFU/DPhN

L. Colaneri
IPNO
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V1 Release
Expected FAQ

What will be released?
I Release will take the form of a virtual machine, including ready-to-use

IDE and mySQL Database.
I The source code will also be made available.

When is the release planned?
I As soon as we are done with updating/upgrading the companion paper.

Can I use PARTONS on a laptop?
I It of course depends of what you want to do.
I On a desktop machine, with two threads, we reach a rate of 5.105 GPD

kinematics computed per second from the GK model.
I am afraid to be lost in the code, where can I find help?

I We plan to release also various examples to help new users.
I A documentation is also available online.

What if I find a bug?
I We try to make the software as reliable as possible. But if you still find

a bug please contact us.
I We will face the good side of Murphy’s law: users will find a way to

use PARTONS developers will not have thought about.
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V1 Release
Physics content

The complete DVCS chain will be released
Leading twist approximation in the BMJ and GV formalisms.
NLO correction of the hard kernel, including heavy quark masses
corrections
LO GPD evolution equations from Vinnikov code
4 different phenomenological models based on Double Distributions.
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Perspectives on PARTONS

TCS channel
I The code exists at NLO but needs to be implemented in C++.

Future experiments on Transversaly Polarised Target TCS is a great motivation
for us to push our development of the TCS branch in PARTONS.

For DVCS channel:
I BMP finite t corrections

DVMP channel
I Add a Meson Distribution Amplitude Machinery
I Implementations of higher-twists, in particular in the case of the pion.

“Recent channels”: double photon production, meson-photon
production...
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Summary and Conclusion

Deep studies of GPDs require a flexible and reliable software.
PARTONS is an answer to this need:

I Flexibility through modular architecture
I Reliability ensured by systematic non-regression tests.
I Performance is also one of our main targets.

Try to make it as user friendly as possible.
We do our best to release it as soon as possible.
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Thank you for your attention
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